THE BLACK BOX TREASURES (#32)

There is an interesting term called the “black box
theory”.
It speaks about an object which can be
analyzed in terms of its input and output, but there is no
knowledge of its internal workings…

(The cassock becomes an instrument of danger
#32)
The Second Vatican Council was one of the most
important Catholic events in the twentieth century. Even
though the Council started in 1962, it took three years to
prepare it. In the preparation process 10 specialized
commissions were involved. The leaderships of different
communities and religious congregations were also
asked to present their own proposals. In our Archives in
Rome we have a copy of the document in Latin with our
suggestions which was sent to the Vatican on October
29, 1959. In today’s newsletter I would like to share with you this very interesting paper. A few of
those proposals are quite interesting…
1. That the Eucharist be the center of devotion of the faithful in church, with less stress on various
novenas and other devotions which at times are exaggerated.
2. That "Family Life" be emphasized, as the basis of cell life and not to draw the faithful away from
their families in the evening thru social-church-functions. This in view of the rising “Juvenile
Delinquency” precisely because the youth is away from the family in the evening hours.
3. That the clergy be permitted to wear "suits" inview of the rising danger presented in motor
vehicle traffic, - whereby the cassock becomes an instrument of danger -- experience has already
proven also in Rome.
4. That a short form of Breviary be introduced - due to the shortage of clergy, and the long distances
the clergy has to travel, and the various apostolic functions, which make the recitation of the Long
Office rather an onus-with-devotion....
5. That Latin be maintained as the language of the Church in opposition to the trends to use the
vernacular languages of a country in the Mass, Holy Office, etc.
6. That the idea of Christian help be emphasized thru Parish work and that means be taken to help
the less fortunate.
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7. That the Marriage Tribunals be given authority to decide undisputed cases locally without
recourse to Rome; but thru the authority of the local bishops and their Tribunals.
8. That the seminarians be encouraged to study in Rome, to acquire the traditional spirit of the
Church.
9. That the Lenten rules regarding food be revised, and that spiritual and devotional penance be
stressed.
10. That the Encyclical "Rerum Novarum" be brought to the attention of the world as the dangerwarning to communism and atheism.....
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